ADVENTURE TOURS
Request a quote
Sh ar k C age D r i vi n g
Tick it off Your Bucket List. Few things compare to the adrenalin rush and exhilaration one gets from being
face to face with a 3 m Great White, especially when they curiously cruise right up to the cage and eye you
within kissing range!
Your Choice Makes a Difference! Taking you on captivating trips at sea to meet and dive with the Great White
Sharks is just one of many things we do to protect, conserve and enjoy the unique marine wildlife in the
Gansbaai area.
Sk yd i vi n g
On the way up in the aircraft, the view is breath-taking. To the South, the Mother City lies sandwiched
between towering Table Mountain and bustling Table Bay harbour. Further to the south, and to the far side of
the mountain, lies False Bay, Hout Bay and the splendour of the South Peninsula as far as Cape Point. To the
West, you will spot Robben Island - Cape Town's own Alcatraz - and the Atlantic Ocean breaking on the
beautiful Cape West Coast, as famous for its icy water temperature as its mouth-watering crayfish. To the
North, the Langebaan lagoon, a great kitesurfing and windsurfing venue.
San d Bo ar d in g
Sandboarding and Tobogganing in Cape Town (Atlantis). A great fun outdoor adventure for the family and
children. My outings are affordable and I also do birthday parties including kid’s games and transport into the
sand dunes. Sandboarding Trips are 45 minutes’ drive out of Cape Town into the Atlantis Dune Fields where
you can enjoy pure nature, fine sand with slow gentle to fast steep slopes. Experience the thrill of surfing
down the dunes on a duneboard either standing, sitting or lying down.
Par agl i d i n g
In Cape Town, we paraglide mainly from Lions Head and Signal Hill. The paragliding launch site we use
depends on the wind direction at the time. Sometimes we start flying from Signal Hill and then move across to
Lions Head as the wind changes throughout the day. Tandem paragliding flights vary in duration and it is not
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possible for us to guarantee a specific flight time due to the changeable nature of the wind and general
weather conditions in Cape Town. We only fly in conditions that allow us to launch and land safely.
Z i p li ni n g
You will be in the company of soaring eagles, surrounded by breath-taking Cape fynbos panoramas and
mountainscapes only an hour’s drive from Cape Town by car could well be exactly what you are looking for.
Thrilled zipliners who have completed the course have described it as super safe. One commented that the
quality of the structure and equipment was reassuringly high and had made her fear of heights irrelevant. It
has been described by Lonely Planet as “vertigo-tinged fun” and “an exciting aerial perspective”.
K n eeb o ar d in g, W ater s k i i n g & W ak eb o ar d in g
The Cable (the over-head pulling system) is made for kneeboarding, waterskiing and wakeboarding but surfing
on a door or barefoot skiing has been seen before too! You can either bring your own equipment or hire some
out. The only requirement is that you are able to swim. It is also a popular destination for kite boarders on a
windless day. For advanced riders, Blue Rock is one of the biggest obstacle parks in the world. For beginners,
there are skilled instructors for assistance. Depending on the weather, night skiing is offered on a Friday
evening from 7pm – 9pm. School outings are made possible with subsidized tariffs.

View tour online for more details. Terms & Conditions apply.
www.findatour.co.za/tours-adventure.htm
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